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Context
At Alexandra Park Junior School;

78% of children have English as an additional language.
15% (53) of children with SEND.

3%(9) of children with an EHC plan. 

Our greatest area of need is language and communication.



Intent
At Alexandra Park Junior School we believe that spoken language underpins the development of reading, writing 

and communicating effectively and is a vital life skill. As our school is 78% EAL we know that language 
development is an area of key importance to our pupils. We use this as our driving force to improve children’s 

spoken language, vocabulary and fluency which also has a positive impact on all wider subjects.

Our curriculum and classrooms are designed to be rich in talk, from effective questioning, constructive peer 
discussions and the use of KAGAN strategies, teachers also use talk skillfully to develop and encourage critical 

thinking and reasoning. There is a clear understanding in school of how effective talk aids teaching.

We believe that expanding pupils’ vocabulary is vital, which is why we aim to create a vocabulary rich 
environment by exposing pupils to a wide variety of words and encouraging pupils to use these words and make 

links to the wider world whilst also implementing their learnt vocabulary throughout their school day. 

Our objective is to establish and implement a progressive assessment framework designed to facilitate the 
thorough assessment of spoken language. This comprehensive framework will enable us to effectively gauge the 

communicative abilities of pupils. 



Implementation 
At Alexandra Park Junior School lessons are talk-rich and questions are carefully constructed to ensure all children 

can participate. Pupils participate in a wide range of spoken language activities which help them to develop 
confidence in spoken language.

Writing:
Our feedback policy has an emphasis on oral communication, and the live marking process enables students to 
openly converse about their writing with both their teacher and peers. This immediate exchange allows them to 
promptly implement the provided advice, fostering a spirit of collaboration and a common objective. We are firm 
believers that feedback and challenges delivered in the moment, orally, are the most effective and pertinent forms 
of guidance.
Maths:
In Maths we follow a ‘ping-pong’ approach where children are sat in mixed ability pairs to encourage the use of 
verbal reasoning and questioning. Following this ‘ping-pong’ approach paired tasks are completed with valuable 
paired discussion throughout, by carefully constructed ‘Mathematical Talk’ questions.
Reading:
Children are encouraged to explore the purposes of different types of questions, including reasoning, describing, 
summarising, and justifying. Through partner discussions, group discussions and class discussions pupils frequently 
articulate their thoughts and verbalise their reasoning with evidence from the text. 
PE:
Children enthusiastically participate in peer feedback sessions, fostering active engagement and a culture of 
teamwork and discussion. They confidently employ instructional talk as part of their communication skills.



Geography and History:
Knowledge organisers across the school contain key vocabulary, including Anchor words and Goldilocks words, 
which we ensure that pupils use and understand during class discussions. In our topic lessons children have 
various opportunities for presentations, discussions, debates and KAGAN group work to enrich their Spoken 
Language.
Science: 
Scientific vocabulary is constantly being developed through a wide range of immersive experiences. Concept 
cartoons are used to stimulate discussion and children are continually encouraged to question and reason their 
own predictions and results of experiments. 
RE and PSHE:
RE lessons include many thought provoking, reflective questions which immediately spark discussions in 
classrooms. Key vocabulary is used throughout lesson and sentence stems are provided for children to articulate 
and justify their opinions and verbal reasoning.
Art/DT/Music:
There is a rich amount of opportunities for pupils to share their own opinions, have collaborative discussions with 
their peers and give constructive feedback to one another, allowing pupils to critically think and articulate their 
opinions and preferences. Verbal instructions are paramount in Art, DT and Music, reinforcing the skills of 
listening, understanding and following instructions.



Word Aware: 
At Alexandra Park Junior School we have implemented Word Aware, which allows us, using a whole school 
approach, to teach all pupils how to understand the relationship between words and how to develop their 
understanding of, and ability to use, a wide variety of high-quality vocabulary. Our Word Aware approach is full of 
practical and inspiring ideas that can be easily applied in classrooms to develop both spoken and written 
vocabulary.



Impact

With Spoken Language as an integral part of our curriculum, pupils are able to 
express themselves in a range of contexts and can share their ideas; listen to and 
understand others; build on ideas; challenge others respectfully and are willing to 
change their perspectives.
Progression through Spoken Language allows pupils to become independent 
learners that strive to achieve the best of their ability in everything they do.

Impact may be measured in a variety of ways:
- Learning walks
- Planning scrutiny 
- Pupil voice
- Data analysis
- Active learn book



Progression of skills











Spoken language on Working Walls.



Spoken Language in the classroom.



Spoken 
Language in 

the 
classroom.



Moving forward

To continue to develop and monitor the use and impact of Word Aware. 

For subject leaders to create a vocabulary progression map for all subjects.

Incorporate the explicit teaching of subject specific vocabulary, using the 
vocabulary progression map.
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